
Microbionts medicine case study
How microbionts has born a new 

cure to flu sickness 

Overview

● To cope with the vast toxic landscapes 
that resulted from industrialization and 
petro cultural lifestyles, the third
and fourth decade of the 21st century 
witnessed a massive increase in 
research on microbionts and fungi that
could decompose and process toxic 
petrochemical compounds. At the 
sametime, microbionts has made an 
antivirus for human systems. 
Whenever a person is catches the flu 
the microbionts can erase it within one 
day which is surprisingly faster than 
normal recovery time. Microbionts will 
change the way we view antibodies for 
flu.   

● “As a few testers who were the volunteers to 
have microbionts create a better anti-body 
system that would erase it within 12 hours. it 
will benefit millions of people throughout the 
whole state who at least get sick 2 times as 
much.
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What’s the approach?
● Our Science technology department will develop the 

microbionts to test on workers to observe the results for our 
anti-body system.  

● If the test is successful this information will be sent out to health 
departments from each state to choose one group of people to 
recieve 

● Health / Technology companies will spread the creation over the 
media and all them will start producing the microbionts 

● The microbionts will be given to thousands of people to and 
they will be observed to see what kind of effects the microionts 
have which will determine if they are approved.  

● Once the states health departments approves it then this will 
become the new antiviral for flu and it will be distributed 
nationwide.. 

Results

● 80% People were 
treated with the 
microbionts 

● 20%  had minor side 
effects

● 70% health departments 
approved start to add 
microbionts as medicine to 
hundreds or thousands  

Conclusion 

● Microbionts are going to become the 
new innovation to antibodies for flu. 
The nation would like to see the health 
department combine new technologies 
that can benefit us all through this new 
technology.
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  News Technology Department



Signals: Microbionts as new medicine for flu 

● Microbionts is new flu medicine 

Health 
Departments will 
demand

The spread for flu 
will be 10% to the 
whole state

The community 
will donate more 
towards the people 
making the 
microbionts  

There will be 80% 
of the states that 
will accept the 
changes in their 
community  


